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SUMMARY 

The characteristics of the highly excited states (resonan~ 

ces) are considered which are necessary for·~tudying their struc

ture. It is shown that the possibilities of the time-of-flight 

techniques in neutron spectroscopy as applied to the study of 

the highly excited state structure.become essentially richer 

if unstable nucleiand isomers are used as the targets. The in-· 

crease of the state density with excitation energy and the de

pendence of the density on the mass number are explained qualita

tively. On the basis of the data on the reduce~ widths.for the 

s -neutron capture and the El transitions to the low-lying 

states the contribution of few -quasiparticle components to the 

highly excited state wave functions is estimated. The problem 

of correlation between the reduced neutron and radiative widths 

is studied and some cases are indicated in which one can expect

large correlations• The problem of correlations between ( ny ) 

and ( d P ) reactions is also considered. 
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1. The structure of the ground and ·low~lying statt 

spherical-and deformed nuclei is rather well described 

the·fram.ework of the-semi-microscopic approach by meane 

quasiparticies end ~honons. The low-lying states of nea 

magic nuclei are pure quasiparticle or one-phonon'state 

However, as we move still away from magic nuclei the ad 
' ' 

tures. of the, highest ·configurations and the multiplet a 

ttng energies increase and all the nuclear spectra·beco 

sentially more complicated. The nuclear states of trans 

regions ~re ~specially complex. In the case of strongly 

nuclei the lowlying excitations are rather pure quasipa. 

and one-phonon states. 

In spherical and deformed nuclei a complication of 

state structure with increasing excitation energy is ob: 

Fragmen~ation of the single-particle states proceeds_ovl 

ever-_increasing number of levels 1 ' 2• In nearly magic. nuc 

complication of the structure begins at an energy 1.5-2. 

and:proceeds far mo;t'e slowly than in other nuclei. This 

cerhs especially· nuclei nea;- 208Pb •. The generalregularj 

· of complication of the structure of states and of incre~ 

their density have been Observed Up to an excitation enE 

2-2.5 MeV. 

:To understand nuclear structure regularities it is 

~ar.r to know h~w proceeds the complication of the struct 

states, increase 0~ their density and fragmentation of a 

part~cle states with increasing excitation energy and wb 

the nuclear level structure at .various excitations. 
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1. The structure of the ground and ·low..;.lying .states of 

spherical· and deformed· nuclei·. is rather well described in 

the· framework of. the semi-microscopic approach by m.eB.ns of 

quasiparticles and J?hOnons. The low-J.Yingstates of nearly 

magic nuclei are pure quasiparticle.or.one-phonon'states~ 

However, as we move s~ill away' from magic nuclel the admix-· 

tures_of the, highest'configurations and the multiplet split

tirig energies increase and all the nuclear spectra become·es-

sentially more co~plicated~ The nucl~ar stateS of -t~~sition 

regions are ~specially complex. In the case of strongly deformed 

nuclei the lowlying excitations are rather pure quasiparticle 

and one-phonon states. 

In spherical .and deformed nuclei a complication of:the· 

state structure with increasing excitation energy is observed • 

Fragmen~ation of the single-particle states pr6ceeds.over an 

ever-increasing number of levels1 ' 2• In nearly magic nuclei the 

complication of the structure begins at an energy 1 ~ 5:...2: 5 MeV 

and- proceeds far mo;t>e slowly than in other nuclei. This con-
I, 208 ' cerns especially nuclei nea;' ' Pb. The general regularities 

' of complication of the struc.tUre of states and of increase of 

their density have been observed up to an excitation energy ' 

·2-2.5 M~V. 
• To understand nuclear structure regularities it is neces~ 

~ary to know how proceeds the complication of the structure of 

states, incre~se of their density and fr~entation of single

particle states with increasing excitation energy and what is' 

the nuclear level structure at .various excitations. 
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The highly excited states (resonances), i.e. the nuclear 

states with excitation energies close to and larger than the 

neutron binding energy, are very_eomplicated, their density 

is very large. Therefore they are usually treated by the nuc

lear statistical model. 

since there is no point of thinking about· calculation of 

the energy and wave function for each resonance and about ex

perimental determination of their quantum characteristics the 

problem arises as to.what one should know about the structure 

of highly excited states. Ari attempt to answer this question 

is 'just being made in the present paper. 

The paper ls devoted to possibiliti~s of studying_the 

structure of highly excited states by neutron spectroscopy _me

thods. The pr,oblem of finding some components of the wave func

tions of highly excited states by analysing experimental data .. , . 

on resonance neutron capture, resonance gamma and ~pha decay 

and correlations between various processes is consip.ered. 

2. In ;e!./3/it was suggested. to study the structure of 

· highly excited states by means of the wave functions contain-
. ~ . 

ing a large number of components with different number of 

quasiparticle and phonon operators. In.ref. 2 it was demonsu

rated how effective this approach is for the study of the 

highly excited state structure. As an example, we consider 

the wave function of the highly excited state of an even-even 

4 

deformed nucleus: 

rfi) ,~ , bizt ( cr.} iJ!: d. = L- L- Jfi ~/'1 , ~ z. 
l tfr,'Jz t cJ. ~l'l ~ t-ljz 02. ~ 

~,f'z. 

+ '' r bl2t2t-'' ) + .,. + d. 
L L ;r; rlfo~ ~z~ ,lfs03, 9l;, cj.c;,a; d lf~U"e ~ rpo; 

lj, ~/h~v t,t! - ' 

I l2t2~(t' + 

+ · · · + I. E b,ii f1li4, 'A<r.zlo<.9-,a; rl.-r;zaz 
Clt.'~l t.t:~ - . . 
~.U, 

Q; (!'; ,,,~z) IJD 

In this formula only few-quasiparticle compoz 

given,,besides them there are many-quasiparticle cc 

The quasiparticle operators o<. 9o' are connected v 

leon operators GryQ' by the relation oC'qu~:::ur;G~ 

where Ut an_d lfty are the ~Bogolubov transforn 

ficients. The coefficients lJ]"H define-the con1 
. . 

. the corresponding quasiparticle component, l bE 

ber of the resonance with a given jfh· • The set 

tum numbers characterizing ·a single-particle statE 

by { O.<r). ff"::: 1: / neutron states by {S6"} and 
7 ' ' 

by ( "tS) . The index t = n implies the neutron SYI 

the proton one. By ~ we denote the product of ~ 
vacua for the neutron and proton systems. The proc 

ol~+ d.. "9-- in eq. (1) are replaced by the pair: 

phonon operators Q.~(tj. For the remaining nota1 

ref. 2•3. The wave function of the highly excited l 
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.deformed nucleus: 

1,1 (.-'iiJ ,, ·" ··bizt ( . . '1/ . 1 . = £- ·~ . I Jl ~/'1 
lf•,IJz t . 
li ,f'.t 

In this formula only few-quasiparticle components are 

given,,besides them there are many-quasiparticle components. 
. . . + . . 

The quasiparticle operators o(. 9" are connected with the nuc-

leon operators a ryQ' by the relation oL¥;::: UffG+cy-o--1-(J'ifq,Otp',. 
where Ucy · an.d lfa, are the .Bogolubov transformation coef~ . 

~ . . 
ficients. The coefficients bfn . define the contribution o~~ 
the ·corresponding quasiparticle component, i being the num- · 

~er of the resonance with a given jP· • The set of the quan

tum numbers characterizing ·a single-particle state is-denoted 

by { ~q-}, ff":: t / . neutron states by (SrJ} and proton ones 

_by ("tS). The index t = n implies the neutron system and t=p 
the proton one. By '1. we de~ote the product of qu~siparticl~ 
I ' • . 

vacua forthe neutron· and proton systems. The products, like 

ol~t c/.. t- in eq. (1) are replaced by the pairing vibration 

phonon operators S?.>;(t}. For the remaining notations see 

ref. 2•3. ·The wave function of the highly exci.ted state with. 
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I>max (l
1
+ L.}- i.e. ·with large I, which canno;

21
be 

formed i~~.a";~'l quasiparticles c.~n:tains no teru _Yrl:th 0_71 ft/ll,ljii!} 
and bpt lcy,u; tp.GZ.} : 

The_ wave function (1) has a ver,r general form and is . . . ' 

actUal:l.y represented as' a series in_the senjoritynumber. 

It can be applied_to the description of low-lying, intermediate 

and highly excited states •. It iEI reasonable to use the wave 

function (1) for the state~ up to excitation ~nergies.at which 

for the levels with a_ given~/ ;r the following condition 

fl<-< D_ ,_ (2) 

_ is fulfilled, i~ e •. when the total resonance width fi - is 

mu.ch smaller than the average spacing -D between the levels 
- J7i with given _ • 

The wave fun_ction (1) can be. easily generalized· as applied 

to description of the c~llective states or the states contain

ing collective components. Then new terms containing the ap- · 

' propriate phonon and quasiparticle operators should be added to' 

the wave function. 

3· Let us attempt to answer the question as .to what we 

should know about the structure of the excited states, in ge

neral and of the highly excited stat_es, in particular. 

We represent the excited state wave function in the fora 

(1). To clarify the excited state structure we. should be aware 

of the following characteristics, of their wave functions: 
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1} values of -few (one, two)-quasiparticle compon 

and the region of their change in neighboring levels; 

2) total contribution of few-quasiparticle -compol 

3) dependence of the contribution ·of individual : 

.quasiparticle components and of their total contributj 

excitation- energy c and spin :r~ 

4) ·dependence of the contribution of individual j 

particle components and the total contribution of theD 

mass number A, i·.e. how. these values--change as· one mo., 

from magic nuclei to transition. nuclei and further to 

deformed ones, 

5) the contribution of three- and·four-quasiparti 

. components, 

6) the role of manrquas1part1cle components' 

7) which collective excitation branches are.essen 

8) distribution of the single-particle state stre; 

nuclear levels and its dependence on the single-partie . 

(with respect to the Fenu surface energy), Spin and tl 
nWilber _ A. 

- We shou~d also answer the following questions: 

- 1) What is the nuclear shape in highly excited st~ 

2) how is revealed_the rotation of the nucleus as 

in_ highly excited states and how good is the quantum nt 

3) do the wave functions of some highly excited.st 

contain large components-defined by some quantum numbez 

the exception of .isobar-analog st~tes), 
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1} values of few (one, tv1o}quasiparticle components 

and the region of their change.in neighboring levels,. 

2) total contribution of few-quasiparticle components, 

3) dependence of the contribution of individual few

quasiparticle components and of their total contribution on 

excitation· energy G and sp1n :t,: 
4) dependence of the contribution of individual few-quasi-; 

particle components and the total contribution of them on the 

mass number A, i·•e. how. these values change as one· moves away 

from magic nuclei to transition nuclei and further to strongly' 

deformed ones, 

5) the contribution of three- and·four-quasiparticle. 

components, 

6) the role of man;rquasiparticle component!!~, . 

7) which collective excitation branches are essential, 
' ~ 

8) distribution of the single-particlestate strength over 

nuclear levels and its dependence on the single-particle energy 

(with respect to the Fe~ surface energy), spin and the mass 

number A. 

We should also answer the following questions: 

1) What is the nuclear shape in highly excited states, 

2) how is revealed.the rotation of the nucleua·as a whole 

in highly excited states and how good is the quantum number K, 

3) do the wave functions of some highly excited.states 

contain large components defined by some quantum numbers (for 

the exception of .isobar-analog st-tes), 
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4) are there else unknown branches o:t: the collective ex-

citations?: 

It is interesting to _account for the large· density o:t: 

. highly excited states and-to investigate the:density as a :func

tion o:t:. excitation energy, . spin.!.. and mass nwabers /1 . We . . 

should also determine the total density·o:t: the ~tates with all 

the values o:r spins T 
The study o:t: the excited state structure is tightly,related 

to the establishment o:t: the.mechanism o:t: the appropriate nuc~ 

.lear reaction. In the present paper attention is :focused on 

the highly excited state structure whereas in most-papers the 

consideration is made from the point o:t: view o:t: the nuclear 

· reaction mechanism~ 

·4. Integral characteristics like. strength functions :t:or 

s -neutrons or those.in beta ·decay give. an important evidence 

:t:or the highly excited state structure. However, to answer the 

above questions it is also necessary to-study characteristics 

o:r individual resonances. 

The average spacing between·ljvels with identical spins 

in medium - weight· and heavy nuclei is :t:rom l ev to 10 keV at 

excitati~ri energies_ close to l3n • There:t:ore the study o:t: the 

structure o:t: some'highly excited states (resonances) needs-ex

perimental techniques with very high resolution •. The use o:t: the 

time-of-:t:light techniques, having a very high resolution :t:or · 

slow neutrons, allows one to determine energy, spin (not always 
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unambiguously), neutron width and partial gamma and , 

:t:or each resonance separately, 

However, in neutron spectroscopy the time-o:t:-fl 

- niques has the very high resolution up to neutron en 

0.1-10 keV. 

Therefore, one may study the structure of reson. 

in a very narrow interval o:t: excitation energies and 

The energy lnterval is -~ 't= (0.1-10) keV and. the ex' 

energies 8, to B, + A.l. ·are available. To make · 

val wider great methodical di:t:ficulties should be ov, 

When. the S -neutron is captured by the target

with spin To it is possible to study highly excite' 

spins /0 +1/2. The extension of the spin interval o: - - . 

under investigation, i.e. the study of the states wi1 

Z :!: % ,1 '!:% and: so on is very dif:ricult. Thi1 

ed by the fact that. the · p and d · neutron capture c 

are :fairly small at:low energies and with increasing 

energy the resolution· o:t: the method becomes much wor1 

In order to conceive more completely the .highly 

state structu1·e we should take into account the :t:act 

neutron binding energy B.· chB.riges considerably in .1 
h 

tion from one nucleus to another. This just mean~ tru 

possible to study the resonance structure at differ~ 

tion energies. Table I gives the l3n values :t:or odd· 

o:t: ba~ium and ytterbium. It is seen that theBn value 
. 131 D- 1390 lfiYvJ. goJ.ng :t:rom . DU to oa by 2913 keV and :t:rom Ill tc 
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1 identical spins 

-- l ev to 10 keV~t 

~---the study of the 

3onances) needs-ex

~ion •. The use of the 
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~, spin (not always 

unambiguously), neutron width and partial gamma and alpha widths 

for each resonance separately. 

However, in neutron spectroscopy the time-of-flight.tech

niques has the very high resolution up to neutron_ energy 

0.1-10 keV. 

Therefore, one may study the structure of resonances lying 

in a very narrow interVal of excitation energies and spins. 

The energy lnterval is· _A fr= (0.1-10) keV and. the excitation 

energies 8, to -Bn +A~, are available. To make this inter

val wider great methodical difficulties should be overcome. 

When the ~ -neutron is captured by the target-nucleus 

with spin Jo ·it is possible to study highly excited states with 

spins /0 +1/2. The extension of the spin interval of the states - - ' 

under investigation, i.e. the study of the f!_~ates with spins 
- 3L - 5"1. Jo :t 12 

1 
Jo '!: /2 and so on is very difficult.' This is explain-

ed by the fact that the jJ and cf neutron capture cross.sectio~s 

are fairly small at low energies and with increasing neutron 

energy the resolution-of the method becomes much worse. 

In order to conceive more completely the highly exited 

state structu1·e we should take into account the fact that the 

neutron binding energy~- changes considerably in the transi-
h 

tion from one nucleus to another. This just means that it is 

possible to study the resonance structure at different excita

tion energies• Table I gives the Bn values for odd-N isotopes 

of bai'ium and ytterbium. It is seen that theBn value_s chang·e is 

going from 131Bo to 
139.!Ja by 2913 keV and from ~A, to ftr~ by 
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1260 keV. For medium-weight and heavy nuclei.being near and 

inside the beta st~bility zone Bh runs the. values 4-10 :MeV. 

· If the .S -neutron is captured by an even-even nucleus, 

t t . ...., Ji -'L + compound s a es WJ.th_ -jlt are formed. If the .S -neutron 

is captured by an odd-A nucleus then compound states withLt.{2 

i.e. with spinsOto 5 are .formed since the maximum spin of the 

groUnd state of an odd nucleus is 9/2. Evidence on resonances 

with higher spins ma;, be obtained from & -neutron capture by 

odd-odd nuclei. For example,' when the S -neutron is captured 
l'l'6j . 1-7! 7· -by . /.Jll w~th _ = and configuration p 404+ +n514~ compound 

'"L ;-!i_ t4/- az - · states of tl with _ = 72 · and /2 are produced. 

The possibility o~ using the time-of-flight techniques in 

neutron spectroscopy becomes essentially richer if as the targets 

one employs unstable nuclei and isomers. If one uses neutron

deficient isotopes for which the BIJ values are large then one 

can obtain evidence for resonances at high excitation energies, 

and if one uses neutron-rich isotopes for which the Bn · Talues 

are not large then one can study the state,strticture at somewbat 

lower excitation energies. If the S -neutrons are captured by 

an isomer of an energy f. tt and spin le then one can obtain 

data on the structure of resonances with energies from Bn rce 
to Bn + te +- ,d t and spins Ie ± ~ . In other words, there 

is an essential extension of the region of excitation energies 

and spins to be studied. 

In table 2 we give the characteristics of the ground and 

isomeric states of a number of nuclei. It would be important to 
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use these nuclei as the targets for studying elasti 

ing of neutrons and the (n I) and In d) reactions c 

We discuss what evidence for the resonance stz 

be obtained in studying the captUre of S -neutron 

mers. Table 3 considers four cases. 

If the S -neutron is captured by an isomeric 

compound states of 173Lll of an energy B + 171 ke 
_,.. HI- 131- n 
_1 /I = 12. and //!. are produced. The reduced ~ 

capture widths are 

r/ =l;p.l2r b1:n ('to:!:, .Yo+, s~~)lls /-tft' 
Sz~ - :.t 

I:~=J2.,. 

ro 1 2. ,:~/._ 1 )-1 r;oo 
where t s.p. =1m r. o /1 7.5/ and the term 1 t' is r 

more complex neutron capture mechanism than the dir 

the direct neutron capture mechanism is predominant 

raduced neutron widths give information ·on the cont. 

three-quasiparticle states of the type p404f r. n5; 
II.+ 

( n12 are the neutron single-particle states with 
-7 

to the wave functions of the resonances with J. " = 
and I~- 1%- at energies differing by 171 keV. 

' ~~ '1 When the S -neutron is captured by Hr beiJ . ~cu ground and isomeric states, compound states of ~ 

energy of 7330 keV and spins 4+, 5+ and of an ener1 

and spins 12-, 13-·are produced. When the neutron if 
f!~J.L ' 

by f71 being in the isomeric state there are produc 

II 
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:In other words~ there 

C excitation energies 

cs of the ground and 

, would be important to 

use these nuclei as the targets for studying elastic scatter

ing of neutrons and the {n0} and /nd) reactions on resonances. 

We discuss what evidence for the resonance structure may 

be obtained in studying the capture of S -neutrons by iso

mers. Table 3 considers four cases. 

If the S -neutron is captured by an isomeric "lf£11 then 

compound states of 173L11 of an energy B + 1?1 keV and 
-fi-11/- 131- n 1 - /2. and 7!!. are produced. The reduced s -neutron 

capture widths are 

r/ =fs.p. 12 '£ bj;n ('to±, 3/ s~~)ll .. /-t fl"o , <3
) 

Szq'J_ - ' ,~ 
I:z=fzt 

where rs.~ =(rnt~ Jl %)-1 
and the term 17 °0 

is related to a 

more complex neutron capture mechanism than the direct one, If 
., 

the direct neutron capture mechanism is predominant then the 

reduced neutron widths give information on the contribution of:· 

three-quasiparticle states of the type p40/d:!:. n.Jf/!1 z n fz + 
~+ ~ ' 

( n12 are the neutron single-particle states, .:::_~h I 71 = ji t) 
to the wave functions of the resonances with J_ 1

' = ~- %-
Ill - 131 - ·' ~ 1 

. 
and 12 . 

1 
/2 at energies differing by 1?1 keV. 

When the S -neutron is captured by 
179Ht being in the 

ground and isomeric states, compound states of .18o;Jf of an 

energy of ?330 keV and spins 4+, 5+ and of an energy of 8436 keV 

and spins 12-, 13- are produced. When the neutron is captured 

by "~f being in the isomeric state there are produced ·highly 

II 
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excited states, the two-quasiparticle proton state with spin 

a- being, as if, superimposed on the states with spins 4+ and 

5+. The reduced width for capture of the S -neutron by the · 

isomer with /('~= 2$.- and configuration So +'2"o + 'l:-:: 11li/!ltl+ 

+ p40111 + p5141 is of the form 

~ 

1
2 r,•o 

So+,ro +,r: +}Us2 +I i . r; . r o /I. ' bi2fl2P(. 
t =ts.p. '15~ ]li Se02, 

-riisL~ + 

(4) 

_Lh -tz. 
If the direct neutron capture mechanism plays a predominant 

role then from the reduced neutron capture widths one can ob-

tain information on the contribution of the four-quasiparticle 
11.. r 

components p40'tl + p5"11tl +n62Lil:!: n 12 to the wave function of 
-ji 

the highly excited state with ..L = 12- and 13-. 

~'inen the S -neutron is captured by the isomer1'Zu with 

K'fi 23L-
an energy 969 keV and = f2. the reduced width is 

r• r·; b;pJnf. /2 r. oo tt==t.s.p..6E '1-1" 1 Z,+S,+,s;+,~o;}l1Sz +ti. (5) 
Szez ' 
~jL+ -z. -,e 

Then it is possible"to obtain information on the contribution 
1/+ of the four-quasiparticle components p401tl+n621tl+n5"1ftl:!n/2. 

to the highly excited states of 17~{/ with spins 11- and 12-. 

When the S -neutron is captured by an isomer 18'j/f of an 

energy of 1142 keV, K1f ==8- and configuration 'to+ z: =p~O'II +p51'11, 
-J; tSI - 1'!/ -

excited states with 1 = I~ and 12 are produced the. wave 

function of which with Ili = fe + is, as if, superimposed by 

the ~a-quasiparticle proton components ~-. ~nen the reaucea 

w~ant ~s or the rorm 
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r." r" /. wp 12 r. 00 

I' =t s.p.L LX.. jj'J.-.I {S.zG; r" +, t: r) lis, ' +It' • 
...!l,fli I ' 

.Li .. =fe~- ,·... ' ' 
Evidence for the contribution of the three-quasiparticl< 

·p 4041 + p 514f ± n% + to the highly excited state: 
-;71 - -with _ = 15/2 and 1?/2 can all3o be obtained. 

There are many examples of such a kind. However, i~ 

without recourse to them that the use of unstable nucle: 

isomers as the targets enlarges noticeably the neutron 1 

scopy possibilities of studying the highly excited stat< 

5. Now let us discuss the problem of the density o: 

with definite spins near 81) and its dependence on th4 

tion energy 'and the mass' number. The high density of th< 

is explained by the fact that due to the interaction of 

particle and collective degrees of freedom and, possibl; 

forces fragmentation of the sipgle-particle states proc< 

.many nuclear levels. In ref. 2 a simple model is used to 

how this fragmentations proceeds. With increasin~ excit1 

the fragmentation of the single-particle states becomes 

and therefore the state density increases as well. Tabl< 
-Ji_/L+ . 

the average spacing ·between the .1 - j£ levels in the l 
"Y/J isotopes. It is seen that it decreases wi tn ~ncl'eal 
tion energy. 

In ref. 4 the experimental data on the average spac: 

between resonances with definite spina and excitation ~ 

8
17 

are summarized. Qualitatively, :0 as ~· f'unctioi 
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~s \Vi th spins 4 + and 

S -neutron by the 
, >''Z'., ,.. 'l: ~ no/!11 ~ + 

1
2 r.u (4) 

?.lsz. + 1 i . 

.ays a predominant 

~ .widths one can ob

te. four-quasiparticle 

the wave function of 

nd 1~-. 

.mz-. the isomer ll with 

:d width is 

(5) 

on the contribution 

r/ +n62ftl-rnfflltl:! n% + 

' spins 11- and 12-. 
1801 JJ, .. 

an isomer 111 of an 

on,'lt~+ z: =p~Oiti.,.Pff'll, 
are produced the wave 

if, superimposed by 

- •.. '..Chen the reaucea 

17, r 0 /. in2p 12 r. o<> 
=t s.p. 2. 2.. jjJ.-;- {SJ.Gi r" +, z: +) llsz. + 1 t' • (6) J!.fii 1 

Evidence f5;=~~e contribution of the three-quasiparticle components 
. I of 181/ /1. p 404~ + p 514f ± n Ji + to the highly excited states nr 

-;ff . with _ = 15/2- and 17/2- can alao be obtained. 

There are many examples of such a kind. However, it is clear 

without recotirse to them that the use of unstable nuclei and 

isomers as the targets enlarges noticeably the neutron spectro-.. 
scopy possibilities of studying the highly excited state structure. 

5· Now let us discuss the problem of the density of states 

with definite spins near 8,., and its dependence on the excita- · 

tion energy ·and the mass' number. The high density of these states 

is explained by the fact that due to the inter~ftion of single

particle and collective degrees of freedom and, possibly to other 

forces fragmentation of the sipgle-particle states proceeds over 

.many nuclear levels. In ref. 2 a simple model is uaed to demonstrate 

how this fragmentations proceeds. With increasin~ excitation energy 

the fragmentation of the single-particle states becomesstronger 

and therefore the state density increases as well. T.able I gives 
· -Ji IL+ · 

the average spacing between the J. == j2 levels in the Ba and 

-yb isotopes. It is seen that it decreases witn 1ncJ:easing excita

tion energy. 

In ref. 4 the experimental data on the average spacing 17 
between resonances with definite spins and excitation energies 

8
11 

are summarized. Qualit~tively, ]} as a .funct~on of the 
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mass number and spin may be explqined on the basis of the fact 

that the density of higllly excited states having non-zero few

quasiparticle components is mainly defined by the interaction 

of single-particle and collective degrees of freedom. 

. For example, the density of states in nuclei near the 

doubly magic nucleus 208J7~ decreases sharply. In nearly magic 
§ 

nuclei the lowlying states are practically pure single-particle 

states and the one-phonon states have a comparatively high 

energy. Therefore the f~agmentation of single-particle states 

in these nuclei begins at higher energies than in non-magic nuc

lei and proceeds more slowly. Therefore the high density in 

nearly magic nuclei is reached at much higher energies than .ll, . 
Another example. In ref. 4 one gives the .lJ -values 

for states with large spins which are approximately the same 
'Ill'/ as for states with small spins. For example, in t...ll for states 

with IIi='%- and !f/2 -J):=2. 4 eV at Bn = 6890 keV • Such 

a large density may be understood as folllws: a neutron is ab-
f?IJ J('i- 7-

sorbed by LJL/ with - and configuration p 404~ +n514~ 
1.~ -;; 13/.-then compound states· of lJ with 1 1 == /.!! and 15/2- are for-

med for which the wave function of the I= ~ r states having 

a large density is as if superimposed by the two-quasiparticle 
-r

components with _}_ 1 = 7-

6. In ref. 2•3 it is shown that the reduced neutron capture 

widths and the partial resonance alpha .and gamma decay widths 

may give information on the integral ·contribution of some highly 

excited Htate wave functions. 
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We find the order of magnitude of the few-quasip 
h'·- . 

component ( ~ ) from the reduced neutron widths an 

tial E1 transition widths and discuss some particular 

of radiative decays of resonances • 

The reduced width for the S -neutron capture by 

derormed nucleus (with neutron in state So ) is writl 

the form 

r.• - r• / ' bi2n I . } /2 .,., 
I t - I s.p. ~ .['li iS"o;, S1.0i l/s.! + fi , 

.lzlf=Ji: J1 2 0 r_oo where /;/ = -:: n77: MeV. The quantity tl is assun 
•• mt.{l ~ 1173 rro jr.• 

small and is omitted. We estimate t i / IS·P·. For mediun 

heavy nuclei /("';>;.a leV, !S.P, :::::/tPe~ ll { -;:;I , the 

r." . 
~ ,.. '0?--/{;. bt2n { } /2 (j,l )2 _ 
r" - ' 4 

- '17i Sov;,, Se 02 Us~ z l Uifi/ A I s.p, S& ,_ Ji 
where fi is the average number of states with I. = ) 

for spherical nuclei fi ~ i , for deformed fi ~ 2-

it follows that 

( jj ') 2 -;:::.10_,.- 10-8 • 

( -· )2 We estimate b};; from resonance to low-lying 1 

E1 transitions. The signle-particle width for E1 trans: 

lw(£ 1)=0,111 213 (£1 {MeVJ)Jev 
In ref.5 one uses 

k - Ga (£ 1ev · _ .flL. ·_fljflflj 
£{- (E,fMeVJP JJ{11eV)·!11fi -~MeV} • Tw7ll/ 

flu{EI) = 10 kcl JJ(MeV1• 
rvc,(EI} 1 
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aving non-zero few

by .the interaction 

r freedom. 

:1uclei near the 

r. In nearly magic 

~ure single-particle 

~ati vely high 

Le-particle states 

1an in non-magic nuc-

high.density in 

~r energies than ~ . 
,· J) -values 

rimately the same 
"1111 

, in L.ll for states 

= 6890 keV • Such 

3: a ·neutron iS ab-

Lon p 404• +n514~ 

and 15/2- are for-

f2 ···1: states having 

1 two;..quasipartfcle 

LCed neutron . capture 
: ' . -

;amma decay widths 

1ution of some highly 

We find the order of magnitude of the few-quasiparticle 

component ( bJr ) from the reduced neutron widths and the par

tial E1 transition widths and discuss some particular features 

of radiative decays of resonances. 

The reduced width for the S -neutron capture by an odd 

de!ormed nucleus (with neutron in state So ) is written in 

the form 

r.• - ro / "' bt'2n . } /2 .,., (7) 
I < - I s.p. ~ + J""1i (.Soo; ~ SJ.o; lis.! + r; 1 

£{z ~jj. 2 0 r•o where p = -:: n77: MeV. The quantity 1 i is assumed to be 
' • mt.{l ~ 1173 o • 

small and is omitted. We estimate fi j/S.p .. For medium and 

heavy nuclei r;:·-;::.a/eV, IS.~ -:::.l~e~ ll£. -::::.I, therefore 

£ ,.. 107,..,./')" bi2.n { ) /2 f-l )2 2 !S.p, - - s~ '1Ji SoV.. I Se U2 Us~ -:::; rDifi/ A , 
where /7 is the average number of states with I Ji = fz + 
for spherical nuclei fi ~ i. , for deformed fl ~ 2-4. Hence 

it follows that 

(B) 

( -. )2. 
We estimate b }r; from resonance to low-lying states 

E1 transitions. The signle-particle width for E1 transition is 

lw(£ 1)=={{1/1~ (£¥ {MeVJ)3 ev 
In ref.5 one uses 

(9) 

k = · Ga (£ dev JJL flliifl)_ 
£/ {£, fMeVJP lJ{t1eV)·/12fJ -~MeV) • lw7l1/ (9') 

fiu {EI) = ~'0 k ])''A" v·l rw (E~ 14 El ,,r,e /' 
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According to refs.5• 6 for medium and heavy nuclei kEf=3.10-3, 

.IJ z3.10-5 MeV, therefore fft?J-f/1 ~ I0-5 

The mat;t-ix element of £J/ transition from the highly 

excited statj described with the wave function (1) to the ground 

state of an even-even deformed nucleus is 

..Itt /EA ·Ilii--oa}=-L. L u:~ rrr~~~+lf(£;1)/o. + >· 
' l' 'h.'IJ.,u' t fJJIL r r1. c1o) 

·· bjrf~rr, 9.~-o-J+Lff/ JF(£J) lqz ->dj} f lftrrfku ), 

here L9rrJr(EJ)/lf'rr '.> is the single-particle matrix element 

of the electric Imlltipole ) , u11, == Uty ZJ9'-!. Uf /J'p- • 
The matrix elements for [.) andM1 transitions from resonances 

to single-quasiparticle,two-quasiparticle and one-phonon states 

are given in refs.3,7~ Taking into account that u£1z. -;::..~ , 
we write (10) for the £1 transition from resonance IIi= 1 -
approximately in the :fbrm 

.JJ1(£1; li' --Op) -zlz~ s,Jr/EI}IS~> .L f//f!!s,cr,S2 :trr). <10
' > 

s.,.cr 

Hence, it follows that 
fiit(£1},..., m-6 ;- 'J2 -rw f£1) ""'1U =,o ', n i, 

therefore 

(11) 

{b ) 2 ~ 10-6 -10-8 

' 

-~6 

I 

i.e. n 1 = 1-5, i.e. the number of terms in (10) must 

rule be larger than in the (7) • 

To obtain a more accurate estimate for the few-q 

component ( b;, )z. one sh~uld measure the partial wid 
-p 1-· £1. transitions from. J .:::: resonances to the gro 

of even-even nuclei. The £1 transition involves. the 

nimum number of the terms of wave function (1). As th 
15"S"Gd lf'l fl-1 ($'1 -..g ~ fl(VI tl.J I 'f . one may use , (J(..(, 7Jij, vet. , IU , n . t 

and other nuclei. 

The ratio .DPo of the average spacing between le· 

definite~ff at energies ~ to that near the Fermi 

in nonmagio nuclei is lo-5-1o-6 • This value is about · 

1-t' .)2 . 
of magnitude larger than biti obtained for few-qu. 

components from the reduced neutron capture and ·£1... 
widths.Apparently this difference should not be taken 

unt since the main part the strength of single-partie' 

concentrated at several levels at energies lower than 

The study of i:J! transitions from resonances to 

states in strongly deformed nuclei is interesting fro1 

of view whether the quantum number I( (projection of 

on the·nuclear symmetry axis) is good for highly exci1 

If K is a good quantum number -for highly excited s1 

then there must exist K -forbidden £1. transitions :~ 
nances to low-lying states. To answer the. question 

the fl -forbiddenness exists it is necessary to com1 

reduced probabilities of £1.. transi.tions f'rom e.g. ] 

I7 
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nuclei ~E/=3.10- , 
~~~o-5 . -
1n from the highly 

;ion (1) to the ground 

(£A) I~ I>· <1o> 

;icle matrix element 

~lJ(;,!.U?'Ifp-. 
1itions from resonances 

Uld one-phonon states 
· M I 

that· UsoSz. ~ rz. 1 

~esonance IIi== 1 -

(11) 

i.e. nr= 1-5, i.e. the number of terms in (10) must as a 

rule be larger than in the (7). 

To obtain a more accurate estimate for the few-quasiparticle 
I-' l 

component ( 'b /:,;-} one sh~uld measure the partial widths for 
-p 1-£1. transitions from J ::: resonances to the ground states 

of even-even nuclei. The l:J( transition involves then the mi

nimum number of the terms of wave function (1). As the tragets 

Ki"Gd lf1 f1 ,/ (ff ~9 ~- . fl(tn 17.1 ''f '"HI one may use , (,}(..( , ~ !/ , (..lt. 1 l u 1 n · 1 

and other nuclei. 

The ratio ~~o of the average spacing between levels with 

definite zn at energies 4 to that near the Fermi energies 

in nonmagic nuclei is 10-5-10-6. This value is about two orders 

1-t' .)2 . 
of magnitude larger than bzp obtained for few-quasiparticle 

components from the reduced neutron capture and -~j( transition 
widths.Apparently this difference should not be taken into acco-

" unt since the main part the strength of single-particle may be 

concentrated at several levels at energies lower than [i11 , 

The study of l:J( transitions from resonances to low-lying 

states in strongly deformed nuclei is interesting from the point 

of view whether the quantum number I( (projection of the momentum 

on the·nuclear symmetry axis) is good for highly excited states. 

If K is a good quantum number -for highly excited states 

then there must exist /{-forbidden £1. transitions from reso

nances to low-lying states. To answer the. question whether 

the f( -forbiddenness exists it is necessary to compare the 

reduced probabilities of £1.. transi.tions from e.g. Ill= s-

17 
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resonances to low-lying states with IliJ(:L/ftand 4+0. 
It is quite possible that. the role of the quantum number K 
is not identical in different terms of (1). Therefore it 

would be interesting to investigate if there is I( -forbiddenness 

in E j_ and M1.. transitions to two-quasipar-ticle proton states 

of even-even nuclei since these transitions are not correlated .. 
with the neutron capture probabilities. There are large pos-

sibilities of studying I{ -forbiddenness in odd-odd defoi--

med nuclei. 

There is experimental evidence for the fact that in a num

ber of spherical nuclei ~1 transitions from re~onances to iow

J.yints stoates are noticeaoly ennancea tsee, e.g. 1.·e:rs. B,9 ),, 

Therefore we consider ~4 transitions in spherical nuclei. 

The wave function of the highly excited odd N spherical nuc

leus with Ill=~ + is written in the form:· 

Llt·{ft_ f)=b~': rl.jm'lq +X.. L b~~f;;m1, 1Lm2;:m~ll.:_ ri./:O,ct;~12:~ .. NVJ t '/- 'I'JI .... P''l J~ If'. , . .... . .., .... 
where jm is the total momentum and its projection.· The matrix 

element of }1j transition from the highly excited state described 

by the wave function (12) to the single-quasiparticle state 

with wave function ~j m. !JI. is of the form 
f T• 

.M{MI; fo+i --if)= r-')!f -m (;~m1j-m/t;u}<j/r(Nt) if/> 

V;;'; bf} -Is E (-l)l;riz~(imtjim.dl}l)< ;2.1 r(Nijlji > 
Jt' Jtjt 

rn~nt-. 
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1 1 {-1} {blnlp 1 • . , • } L;;{b1n2n /) • . 
""fih. f.e+ · lflmlfim1.ft 111;. +J '{2~ Vlfl?tfi'"';fi.' 

where <:..ft/r(HI}/j~ > is the single-partial~ ma· 

lJf:t)=l{flf' ;t~. ~~ For transitions between state: 

.5S~ ~'tSf2 the matrix element ~jSfi fr(MI} /45 ~ > 
Therefore the MJ. transition proceeds due ,to the tl 

particle part of the wave function (12). Of most imJ 

must be transitions of th~ type Ut,} =l-J, J ::{1-j. 
the matrix elements of which .L.[-?z /M{/[ + Yz > ~re laJ 

I 

ponents like ( e-J:z. t [+ ~ ) form Collective 1+ Btl 

ma:j' lead to an enhancement of Ml transitions (s4 

ref.10 ). 

7. Let consider the problem of correlations bE 

processes proceeding through one and the same resons 

reactions ( n '( ) and ( ntl- ) are considered as 

reactions: the first stage-capture of a neutron and 

of a highly excited state, the second one - decay of 

e:z:cied state. 

The correlation of two processes going through 

state (e.g. through an i-th resonance) may exist if 

contribution to both processes come from one and the 

ponents b~ of the wave function (1). OUr approac 

relation studies differs in principle, from the chanD 

theo~ in which correlations are due to non-zero ~ 

19 



'lij(=l/ftand f/0 • 
b.e quantum number k 
(1). Therefore it 

there is }( -forbiddenness 

sipar·ticle proton states 

ions are iiot corr·elated 

There are large poe

ass in odd-odd defor~ 

t;he fact that in a num-

3 from re~onances to low

a~, e.g. rers. 8 •9 ~~ 
Ln spnerical nuclei. 

odd ,.y· spherical nuc-

• .~-·· 1- ct"" (1~~ 
~e jPIJ/1,111t ely,;. './Jfl~J IJ'. . • • , 

;s projection.· The matrix 

Ly.excited state described 

.quasiparticle state 

'orm 

/UJ< y2.l rtNI)IJi > 

where ~/r(MI}/j~ > is the single-particle matrix element, 

lJft)=lfil!J'' :t.~· ~~For transitions between states like 

~S~~.W~the matrix element ~jS[€/r(/11)/45 ~ > is zero. 

Therefore .the MJ. transition proceeds due,to the three-quasi

particle part of the wave function (12). Of most importance 

must be transitions of th~;~ type U1,} =l-~ ~ =lfJ }--/r 
the matrix elements of which ~ [-?2/MI/l + f2 > ~re large." The com-

1 

" ponents like ( l-12. , {+ ~ ) form collective 1+ states, which 

maY lead to an enhancement of Ml transitions (see, e.g. 

ref.10 ). 

., 

7. Let consider the problem of correlations between 

processes proceeding through one and the same resonance.· The 

reactions ( n r ) and ( n,._ ) are considered as two-stage 

reactions: the first stage-capture of a neutron and formation 

of a highly excited state, the second one - decay of the highly 

excied state. 

The correlation of two processes going through the same 

state (e.g. through an 1-th resonance) may exist if the main 

contribution to both processes come from one and the same com

ponents b !a; of the wave function (1). Our approach to cor

relation studies differs in principle, from the channel capture 

tMo~ in which correlations are due to non-zero·~~ ·' which 
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is the neutron width of ·.the final. state f· for. channel C0 

(see ref.12). 

The highly excited state structure is very complicate~, 

since the wave i'unction (1) contains a large number of noni;ero 

few- and many-quasiparticle components. Therefore the correla

tion of two processes proceeding.t~·ough one and the same re

sonance occur rather rarely when the few-quasiparticle.compo

nents play in these. processes the most important role. Correla-

tiona are most strongly manifested in the region where thE 

S -wave· neutron strength· functions are large. 

It is hard to expect large correlations between neutron 

widths and radiative widths averaged over many resonances, es

pecially if radiative widths are averaged over many final states. 

The correlations between total reduced neutron widths J7D 
and reduced partial radiative widths fc(i~ are analysed in ref. 1 ~. 
It is noted.that these correlations are most clearly demonstrated 

in the case of £1 transitions from Iff:::/- resonances to the 

ground states of even~even nuclei. The correlations .between flo 
0 . 

and r,t'f occur in radiational transitions to two-quasiparticle 

states, like{ 'f~, £k } , where lJ'o is related to the ground state 

of the odd nucleus which has captured the neutron. The large cor

relations between rr and r;tf in 
16'1Jt; (ref.l14/) and '%1 

(ref.15) are accounted for in ref. 1 ~. 

Owing to the fact that the expressions for the highly ex

cited state wave functions are very complicated it is worthwhile 

to speak about the most favourable case when large correlations 

. . flo f"7D 
occur between l and l(lf• These correlations may she 

· role of some com.Ponents ·of the wave :rimctions (1). 

It is not difficult· to determine more clearly the 
. . (:~- ' . 

when the correlations are absent at all• On ,the basis oj 

expressions for rzo and the matrix elements of £) az 

transitions (ref. ~,7 ), . one may conclude that there art 

correlatlons between fl 
0 

and llii for the_ following 1 

tran•itions::a)f1f- transitions in spherical nuclei, b: 

and MA transi tiona to two-quasiparticle proton levels 

two.;..quasiparticie ne~tron levels ( .::;_, 
1 
Sz} which have ~ 

and .. s~ I SCI and J. n.:~;%_~ in even-even nuclei, c) 

MA. transi tiona. to neutron-proton. levels ( 'l", S ) . in 1 

nuclei in which for the proton 'r /:' 'r .. and for the neut: 

h&S /Jif:"~ + .. 
We show, for example, that there are no correlatio: 

ween capture of an S -neutron by spherical nucleus and 

transition to a singl&-quasiparticle state. The wave fu 

of the highly excited state of an odd-N spherical nucl 

given in eq.· (12). The reduced .S .;,neutron capture widt 

rD_ /' 0 ·,b/n .,.l . ./ r•o 
I i -I s.p. ~f lJ.t + t~,• . 

The matrix element of an Ml transition to the single-
-_: -

ticle state is presented in eq. (1~) the first term in 

hand 'side is zero. It is seen from eqs. (1~) and (14) t 

neutron· capture is mainly defined by the single -quasips 

component and the M i ·transition by ·the three:...quasipar1 

component (12), therefore these processes are not corrE 

Tlle correlations between the reduced neutron captt 

no and the reduced alpha widths K:it ~ between· a 
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ions fo'r the. highly ex

plicated it is worthwhile 

'when large correlations 

occur between /7° and flt;. These correlations may show the 

·role of some components·of the wave fUnctions (1) • 

. It is not difficuit to determine more clearly the cases 

when the correlations ai.'e absent at all.; On the basis of the 

expressions ~or !? anci the matrix elements of EA and l'fl 
transitions (ref. ~,7 ), . ()ne may conclude that there are no· 

D ~ . . 

correlations between fl and lit f for the_ folloWing gamma 

transitions:~a)/1f. transitions in spherical nuclei, b) ~A 
and ft1A. transitions to two~quasiparticle proton le~els and . 

two-quasipartic ie neutron levels . ( .s ./; s2.} which . have ~~ So I. 

and . .S~ f S" and Ili:f~~ in even-even nuclei, c) EA and 

MA transitions. to neutron-proton levels ( 't, S · ) . in odd-odd . 

nuclei in which for the proton 't /: ~o and for the neutronS 

. h&S . I 11 F ~ + • . 
We show, for example, that there are no correlations bet

. w~en capture of an S -neutron by spherical nucleus and .Ml 
transition to a singl&-quasiparticle state. The. wav:e function 

of the highly excited state of an odd-N spherical nucleus is 

given in eq. (12). The reduced .S -neutron capture width is 

r.o rD / ln./2. ~- r•o 
I i ::I s.p. b1t_t lJ./ +It," (14) 

The matrix element of an MJ transition t~ the single-quasipar

ticle state is presented in eq. (1~) the first term in the right

hand ·side is zero. It is seen from eqs. (1~) and (14) that the· 

neutron· capture is mainly defined by the single-quasiparticle·· 

component and the Mi transition by the three:..quasil>artiele 

component (12), therefore these processes are not co~related. 

The correlations between the reduced neutron capture widths 
. y2 . ~2 r,: 0 and the reduced alpha wldths OtJ.if ~ between OJ. if and 
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I '(if for the. same~ res,onance L • are considered in ref •• It 

·should be stressed that there is a necessity~ of simu:J.ataneous 

measuring alpha-and gamma widths for the same resonances. 

We consider.the correlations ~etween gamma widths in the 

transitions from resonances to different Xinal states. The matrix 

element of ~ transition from the highly. excited state to .the 

single-quasiparticle one of im odd N deformed nucleus described 

by the wav~ fimction d{,o; ftJ is 

. .M(EA ;I'~ -__K{')=:f tJ}fs) Vsj;} {<~+/r(Ei)/S + > -

-or::. s1+Jr(EAJ~,. 2.f3&n+8tp}-llf7,{ b:,/tltt -r,p'r,.f.t.f!j.)(J ~ 
~ .'$1/f. t . . . .· 

(15) 

. .::.~+/r(E.AJ/~'+> -b};zy~rr, fu-:, S,.Vj)<~+/[{EJJI~~~ > ":7 

·.-~ f'lr u~~ bJ;n'r1s;· [x'1ts1J+YrsJ} {<!S+/r/E)Jls.,+> +. 

+OJL. s +Jtt£AJ ls1~>}:, 

where the functions. X3{S} andY~ {S} characterize the pairing 

vibrati~n phonons2 ., The correlations b~tween the transiti~ns 
from resonances to-different single-quasiparticle state. exists 

if the transition probabilities are defined by one and the same 
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b}J, (S} -val~es and the three-quasi-particle compc 

not. important. 

The mat:tix elements for f4 and MJI transitio 

two-quasi-particle states in even nuclei are given i 

These expressions contain_ the terms which.areidentic 

tran~itioiJ.~ to tw~quaslparticl~ stat~s (lf_1,. tfz.} diff 

the position of only one quasiparticle, besides them 

are other terms~ The cases when ga!Dllla translti~on~ fr 

to different two-quasiparticle states are' mainl.y d~t 

by one and the ·same components of the wave function 

when these tran.sitions are correlated are not eXpect 

frequent. However, for; example, in (l~m one. ob~erv 
tiona between gamma transitions to low-lying states1 ~ 

We consider the .correlation problem between the 

( nr ') and ( dp ) which was widelY discussed8 •16. 

speak about thea strictly if the reactions are treat1 

. rect capture of the neutron to the final state. If tl 

reaction is considered as the two-stage one: the neu1 

end the formation of a co.apound state and then the d1 

latter, it is impossible to speak strictly about corJ 

between the ( n ( ) end ( dp ) reactions. However, 

neutron capture and the gamma decay are correlated ~ 

other (i.e.·they are defined by ones and the same b 
lues) then·the selection rules for population of the 

in even nucle'i are identical for. both ( n r ) Snd. ( I 

tions and can.be displayed as correlations of therE 
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:idered .in ref ••. It 

.ty_ of simulataneous 

:ame resonances. 
'." : ·. 
gamma widths in the 

:inal states •. ~he matrix 

r. excited state to .the 
' 

~formed nucleus described 

1F/E))/S +> 

:,tfty -r, ~'r,Jit!j.)d" ~ 

(15) 

P-s+Jr/EJJts,+> +. 

racterize the pairing 

'een • the transi tiona 

pa;ticle s·tate exists 

,ed by one and the same 

· bh (S} -vai~es and th~ .three-quasi.:.particl~ components, ~re 
not. important. 

~he matrix elements for fA and MA tranSitions to the 

two-quasi-particle 'states i~ ~ven nuclei are gi~en ~- refs),7 

~hese expressions c~ntain the terms which. are identical f~r 

tran~itio~s to two:_quaslpm;icle stat~s/Cf.1, ,~.) differin~. by.· 
·. tlie position of only one quasiparticle, besides them. th~re · 

are other terms~ Th~ cases when gamma transltions from resonances 

to different two-quasiparticle states aremainl.y "detei-mine<l 

by one and the same components of the wave function (1) and 

when these transitions are correlated are not expected to.be 

frequent. However, for example, in 17tl'fm one. ob~·erves correla

tions between gamma transitions to low~lying states15. 
We consider the correlation problem between the reactions 

< nr > and < dp . > which was widely discussed8 •16• one ma:r 
speak about .thea strictly if the reactions are treated as di- .. 

. rect capture of the neutron to the final stat·e. If the (n I) 
. reaction is considered as the two-stage on~: the ~~utron cap~e 

and the formation of a co11.pound state and then the decay of the 

latter, it is impossible to speak strictly about correiations 

between the ( n ( ) and. ( dp ) reactions. However, if the 

neutron capture and the gamma decay are correlated with each 

other (i.e. they are defined by ones and the s~~ b!m -va

lues) then the selection rules for population of the final.statee_ 

in even nuclei .are identical for. both ( n r. ) ~d ccip ) ~eac- ' 

tiona and can.be displayed as correlations of the relative 
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proba'?iJ.i ties for population of the. final states. in ( n ( )and 

( c/ p ) reactions. 

If there is no correlation between the neutron capture and 

radiational decay (i.e~ the first and the second processes are 

. connect~d with diffe~ent b},; values) then the ( d p )_ ~d 
( h r ) reactions are not related to each other at all and no 

. co~rel~tions. ~re to: be ~bserved. For ~xam.pre, the /dp) reaction 

must not be correlated with the neutron capture and a subsequent 

f1i transition in. ~pheric~l n~ci~i. 
. . . . 

It is interesting to analyse· the available experimental 

data on processes proceeding throughresonances in mediu:m:.. 

weight and heavy nuclei from the point_ of view of the suggestions 

made in the present paper. 
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